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I. Introduction
Thisreportcoversapproximatelythe periodJanuary 1990 thruJune 1990. The primary
tasksduringthisperiodhave been the development and evaluationof variouselectronand
electron-electronicenergy equation models, the continued development of improved
nonequilibriumradiationmodels for moleculesand atoms,and the continueddevelopment
and investigationof of precursormodels and theireffects.In addition,duringthisperiod
work has been initiatedto develop a vibrationalmodel for the viscousshock layer (VSL)
nonequilibriumchemistryblunt body engineeringcode. Also, an efforthas been started
associated with the effects of includingcarbon species,say from an ablator,in the
flowfield.It shouldbe noted that the individualsinvolvedwith these last two efforts,
whileassociatedwith the project,are currentlysupportedby the department.
II.Personnel
The siaffassociatedwith thisprojectduringthe present reportingperiodhave been
Dr. Leland A. Carlson,PrincipalInvestigator,and Thomas A. Gaily and Scott Stanley,
Graduate Research Assistants.Itshouldbe noted thatMr. Gailyis currentlysupported by
a NASA Graduate Student Researchers Fellowshipfrom NASA Johnson Space Center and
willuse the resultsof his researchon thisprojectin his PhD dissertation.Mr. Stanley,
who is supported entirelyby thisproject,willuse the resultsof his research for his
masters thesis. In addition,two additionalgraduate students,Derek Green and Rajeev
I{oteshwar,have recentlyinitiatedtheirmasters'researchwore in areas associatedwith
the project.Currently,they are supportedby departmentalfunds;but outsidesupportwill
have to be found inthe nearfuture.
III.ElectronEnerqy Modelinq
In the resultspresented in the previous progress reportand in Appendix I of this
report,the electrontemperature was determined using a quasi-equilibriumfree electron
equation;and the electronictemperature was assumed to be equal to the free electron
temperature. While itis believed that this approach is a good approximation for most
conditionsof interestin aerocapture,effortshave continuedto improve the modeling of
electron energy, and hence temperature, due to its importance in determining
nonequilibriumionizationchemistry and radiativetransfer. Specifically,studies are
currentlyin progress using a combined electron-electronicenergy differentialequation
which includes the effects of convection,conduction,and diffusionin addition to the
productionand loss of electronenergy through elasticand inelasticcollisions. The
currentfullelectron-electronicenergyequationforthe stagnationlineis
-- onc)_
J
L i. (E-I)

where Cp_ is definedas
(E-2)
In thisequation,the viscouswork terms have not been includeddue to the factthatthey
are of lower order. In addition,radiationeffectson electron-electronicenergy have been
neglectedas has electron-vibrationalcouplingand diffusioneffectson collisionalenergy
exchange. The latterisexpectedto be smallin most cases due to the rapiddissociation
of DI2and the assumption of ambipolardiffusion.However, itmight be importantat some
of the lower AF_ velocities.
Itshould be noted that_qs. (E-I)is equivalentto that presentedhy Gnoffo (Ref. I)
and J.H. Lee (Ref.2). However, itdiffersslightlyfrom thatpresentedin Ref.(3and 4)in
thatthe lattercontainsthe additionalterms
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which arise as a resultof the differencesin the derivationof the species energy and
momentum equations. Itis believedthat these additionalterms occuras a resultof using
the more detailed approach of Chapman and Cowling (Ref. 5), and an outline of the
derivationis shown in Appendix If. In any event,these two terms are expected to be
small,and theirneglectinthe presentstudy shouldnot affectthe results.
This fullelectronequation is includedin the VSL solutionsequence at the same
locationas the algebraicquasi-equilibriumelectronequation was previously,and, after
linearizingthe righthand side and finitedifferencingalong the normal coordinate_the
resultingset of tridiagonalequations can be solvedfor the electrontemperature.While
this procedure is convergent, methds to improve the convergence rate are under
investigation.
Results comparingtemperature profilescomputed with the quasi-equilibriummethod
with those obtained using the full electron equation are presented for a series of
velocitieson Figures i thru 4. These results,which do not includeradiationcoolingor
coupling,indicatethat the primaryeffectof usingthe fullelectronequationis to slightly
delay the rise in electron temperature and to move the location of peal( electron
temperatureto a positionslightlyfurtherfrom the shod(front.
One of the advantages of the new fullequationformulationisthat inthe wall thermal
layer the additionof the convection,conduction,and diffusionterms interactwith the
collisionalterms to maintain the electron temperature equal to the translational
temperature. In the quasi-equilibriumapproach thisexpected behavior was not directly
achieved but was forced by requiringTe to be less than or equal to heavy particle
translationaltemperature.
As shown on Figure4,the fullelectronequationresultfor 8.915Kin/seeisconsiderably
differentand coolerthan the profilepredictedby the quasi-equilibriummethod. While

thisresultis stillunder investigation,itcouldbe due to the low degree of ionizationfor
this case and the susequent dominance of the electronicportionof the equation. In
evaluatingthis result,it should be noted that the present resultsdo not yet include
vibrationelectronicouplingor photochemistryeffectson electronelectronictemperature,
which couldchange thisparticularprofile.
Itisbelievedthatconsi0erableprogresshas been made duringthisreportingperiodin
electron-electronicenergy modeling. However, effortswill continueto improve it. In
particular,studiesare in progress to determinethe importanceof diffusionin collisional
energy exchange,to assess the magnitudeof photochemistryprocessesin the shock layer,
to improve the solutionscheme,and to includeelectronvibrationcoupling.
IV. NonequilibriumMolecularRadiationModels
In the present engineeringapproach,nonequilibriumradiationiscomputed by using the
RADICAL radiaitveanalysiscode and absorptioncoefficientmodel with actualspecies
concentrationsand correctionfactorsto accountfor localthermodynamic nonequilibrium
effects(LTNE), i.e.non-Boltzmann statepopulations.Previously,approximate correction
factorsfor molecularradiationhad been developed by C,reendyke et al (Ref.6). However,
as alludedto inthe lastprogressreport,itisnow believedthatthese approximatefactors
overcorrectand underestimatethe actualmolecularradiation.Thisbeliefisreenforcedby
the fact that experimental measurements made in molecularradiationdominated shock
flows show a radiationintensitypeak behind the shock in conjunctionwith the predicted
electrontemperaturepeak. Thus, significantdepletionof the excitedmolecularstates,as
predictedby the theoryof Ref.6,isnot expected. Consequently,itwas decidedto develop
new improved molecularcorrectionfactorsfor molecularnonequilibriumradiation.
After examiningvarious approaches,a quasi-steadyapproach similarto that of Park
(Ref.7) has been developed which computes the elec_onic state populationsassociated
with the radiatingbands. Specifically,for N2, the populationsof the X, A, B, a, and C
states are computed; while for N2+ the X, A ,B, and D are included. This approach has
been developedand incoporatedintothe VSL codeand iscurrentlybeing tested. Note that
thereis no assumption concerningthe existenceof equilibriumbetween eycitedstatesand
atoms as therewas inthe originalfactors. Thus,inthisnew model,both sourcefunctions
and absorptioncoefficientsassociatedwith molecularband radiationwillhave corrections
factors.
The resultantmolecularcorrectionfactorsfor the stagnationstreamlineof a 230 cm
nose radius vehicleenteringat 12 km/sec at 80 km are shown on Figures 5 and 6. This
case was selectedbecause almost the entireshock layeris inchemicalnonequilibriumand
a significantportion is in thermal nonequilibrium. Consideringthat unity implies no
correction,it can be seen that for the N2 Birge-Hopfieldband the correctionfor the
absorptioncoefficientis minor but that for the correspondingsource functionis quite
largein the nonequilibriumportionof the shock layerimmediatelybehindthe shock front.
This behavior is what would *'normally"be expected since N2(BH) involves absorptionto
the ground state. Likewise N2(i+)displaysonlya slightcorrectionfor the sourcefunction
but a significantchange inthe absorptioncoefficient(fromBoltzmann).This trendis also
"expected"sinceN2(l+)involvesthe two excitedstatesB and A. On the other hand, while
the absorptioncoefficientfactorfor N2(2+)is similarto thatfor N2(i+)_the sourcefactor
for N2(2+)is significantlysmall in the chemicaland thermalnonequilibriumregionbehind
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the shock front,indicatingthat pre-dissociationis significantlydepletingthe population
of the C electronicstate.
The most interestingresult,however, is that the N2+(I-)radiationis only slightly
affectedby nonequilibriumphenomena, with the correctionfactorsbeing essentiallyunity,
or in the case of the sourcefunction,slightlyabove unity. This lackof correctionis in
agreement with experimentswhich,at least at lower velocities,have indicateda stron_
N2+(I-)contribution.However, the resultson Figs.5-6 for N2+ are somewhat deceivingin
that the number density of N2+ is onlysignificantin the regionimmediately behind the
shockfront(0.9<x/L<1.0)where the electrontemperatureisstillincreasing.Thus, most of
the N2+(I-)radiationoriginatesfrom the regionimmediatelybehindthe shockfront.
Figure7 compares,for the 12 km/sec 80 km case,the continuumradiationto the wall
with and without the molecularnonequilibriumradiationcorrections.(The dashed lineis
the resultincludingmolecularLTNE corrections.)l_hileatomicline radiationhas been
includedin the calculation,the plot onlyshows the atomic and molecularcontinuum for
clarity;and, as can be seen, the primary effect of nonequilibriumis to essentially
eliminatethe N2(BH) contributionbetween 6.5 ev and 12.77 ev, leaving primarilyonly
atomiccontinuumradiationinthatregion. Also,nonequilibriumreduces the N2(I+ and 2+)
bands between .75 and 4.5 ev; although,the essentiallyunaffected N2+(I-) emission
dominates thisregion.Itshouldbe notedthatthese trendsare inagreement with the Fire
II flightdata which detected molecularradiation,particularlyfrom the N2(I+ and 2+)
bands,significantlybelow valuespredictedassuming localthermodynamic equilibrium.
Another interestingphenomena displayedon Figures 5 and 6 is that in the thermal
boundary layernear the wall,severalof the factorsexceed unityand become large. This
behavior indicatesan overpopulationof excited states above values which would be
predictedby a Boltzmann distributionwhen intuitivelyan equilibriumdistributionwould be
expected due to the increaseddensitynear the wall. However, in actuality,the thermal
boundary layer is in signficantnonequilibriumin that the chemical reactionrates are
finiteand cannot keep up with true local equilibrium,which leads to atom and ion
concentrationsabove equilibrium. In addition,diffusiontends to perturb the species
populationdensitiesand also leads to atom and ion densitiesabove equilibriumvalues,
which in turn leads to enhanced molecularexcitedstate populations. This enhancement,
however, does not leadto increasedradiativeemissionnear the wall,and,infact,probably
due to the low electron-electronictemperaturein thairegion,itdoes not appear to affect
the wallradiativeheat transfer.
A significantquestion,of course,is how importantis molecularradiationat 12 kin/see
since originallyit was believed that molecularradiationwould be unimportant at this
condition.Radiationuncoupledstagntionpointresultsobtainedusing the present method
with variousnonequilibriumradiationassumptionsare giveninTable I.
Obviously, molecularradiationat this condition,while small,comprises about fifteen
percent of the total and should be includedin predictionsland molecularLTNE effects
slightlyreducethe molecularcontribution.Thus,the suggestioninthe lastreportthatfor
AFE conditionsa conservativepredictioncouldbe obtainedby includingboth molecularand
atomic radiationbut utilizingonly atomic LTNB correctionsappears to be a reasonable
approach.
5

(At this point,itshould be noted that the value listedin Table I for the the case
includingonlyatomicradiationwith LTNE correctionsisslightlyhigherthan valueslisted
for the same conditionin the last report. Since that time, an error in the radiative
analysis portion of the code which was introducedduring the modificationsto include
LTNE effectshas been discoveredand corrected. It is planned to recompute the cases
presented inthe lastreportinthe near future.)
Resultsusing the new electron-electronicenergyand ±he new nonequilibriumradiation
molecular formulationshave also been obtained for the 16 kin/see,80 Km case, and
temperature and ionizationprofilesfor uncoupled and radiativelycoupled cases are
presented on Figures 8 and 9. For this ca____,chemical and thermal nonequilibrium
phenomena dominate the outerthirty-fivepercentof the shocklayer;and,as can be seen
by comparison of the two results,radiationcoolingsignificantlycools and changes the
chemistry in the remainder of the shock layer. Stagnation point radiative transfer
predictionsobtainedwith these new models are presentedinTable II.
Comparison of these resultsindicatesthat at thisconditionmolecularradiationis
insignificantand probably could be neglected in approximate calculations. However,
radiationcouplingand coolingisvery importantand needs to be includedin any radiative
heatingpredictionsat thiscondition.
Results using the new molecularcorrectionapproach have alsobeen obtainedfor AFE
CFD Points2 and 4,and stagnationpointradiativeheat transferresultsfor variouscases
are presentedin TablesIlland IV. However, due to the uncertaintyof the applicabilityof
the fullelectron-electronicenergy equationinits presentform to these conditions,these
results have been obtained using the quasi-equilibriumelectron energy equation
formulation.In addition,unlikethe resultsat highervelocities,these requiredlimitations
on the molecular LTNE factors at the computationalpoint adjacentto the wall. As
mentioned elsewhere_ diffusion phenomena appear to be causing excessive atom
concentrationsin that region. As a result,investigationsof the present diffusionmodel
inthe VSL code are currentlyin progress.
As can be seen, radiationcoolingeffectsin both of these cases is small;and the
inclusionof molecularLTNE correctionsdoes reducethe radiativeheating,which for these
low speed conditionsisprimarilymolecular. Finallyitshouldbe noted,thatthese values
are similarto those reportedinthe lastprogressreport.
V. NonequilibriumAtomic RadiationModels
In the resultsobtainedto date, localthermodynamic nonequilibriumeffects(LTNE) on
atomic radiationhave been computed by applying correctionfactors to the absorption
coefficientand sourcefunctionvaluescomputed by the radiativeanalysiscode RADICAL.
The current correction factors are what should probably be termed first order
approximations,and theirform and the logicbehindthem is giveninReferences 3 ,6,and 8.
Briefly,these factorsassume that atomicionizationproceeds by excitationfrom the three
low ground statesto the high excitedstatesfollowed by rapid ionization.Consequently,
the model assumes that excitationfrom the ground states to the higher states is a rate
limitingstep for the ionizationprocess and that the excitedstates,because of their
energyproximityto the ionizedstate,are inequilibriumwiththe freeionsand electrons.

\In contrast, Park (Ref. 7 and 9) and Kunc et al (Ref. t0) handle LTNE by using a
quasi-steady analysis in which, while rate processes between all the bound states and
between the bound states and the ionized state are assumed finite, they are assumed to be
fast relative to changes induced by the flowfield. Thus, at any point in a flowfield an
equilibrium between the states will exist which is perturbed from a Boltzmar_ distribution
due to radiative effects. Kunc et al have performed calculations in which they specify the
electron temperature and the total number of charged particles (defined as 2 times the
number of atoms plus the number of ions plus the number of electrons), leaving the actual
number of ions and free electrons to be determined as part of the unknown populations.
ParK,on the other hand,in the applicationof his method assumes the number of ions
and electrons to be given by a flowfieldsolution (Ref.?). Under this approach, a
non-Boltzmann distributioncan be achieveCeven inthe absence ofradiation,ifthe number
of ions and electronsdiffersfrom equilibrium. To be totallycorrect,however, the
excitationand ionizationrates associatedwith each levelmust overallbe consistentwith
the ionizationrateused inthe flowfieldsolution.
Obviously, the present approach and those of Park and Kunc et al represent the
extremes of modeling LTNE atomic phenomena. Unfortunately,the present approach is
overlysimplifiedin its assumptions that the rates between the excitedstates and the
free ions and electrons are infinitlyfast (i.e.local equilibrium);and the detailed
quasi-steady approaches are computationallyintensivebecause they include a large
number of electroniclevels. In addition,the latterare sensitiveto the choiceof the
individualrates;and it is difficultto know which rate to adjustwhen comparing with
experimentalresultsand attemptingto improve the correlation.Consequently,work has
been initiated uringthisreportingperiodon an improved LTNE atomicmodel.
After extensivelyreviewingthe work on argon of Foley and Clarke (Ref.ll),Nelson
(Ref.12), etc.and the airand nitrogenwork of Park (Ref.7),I{uncand Soon (Ref.i0),and
others,it has been decided to model high temperature nitrogen by subdividingatomic
nitrogen intotwo species. The first,termed Ng, for N ground,represents the nitrogen
atoms in the firstthreelow lyingelectronicstatesof nitrogen.The second,termed N* or
N excited,representesthose nitrogen atoms populatingthe remaining upper electronic
states. The relativedensitiesof these subspecieswillthen be determinedby appropriate
reactionratesbetween themselves,N+, e-,etc. Itis believedthatthisapproach willbe a
significantimprovment over the present model in that it will allow a finiterate of
ionizationfrom excited states while retainingthe fundamental two step ionization
process. In addition,by determiningthe excitedstate number densitiesdirectlyfrom the
flowfield computation, the appropriate atomic LTNE factors should be "directly"
obtainableand more accurate.
Initially,itisplannedto use the collisionalreactionratesystem shown inTable V. In
general,reactionrates for the firstseven reactionsare wellNnown. However, the rates
for the electron-atomexcitationand electron-atomionizationreactions,numbers 8 - i0,
need to be determined. Currently, atom-atom excitation and photo-excitation
photo-ionizationare not includedsince it isbelievedthat these reactionsare of second
orderinthe stagnationregion.However, itisplannedto includethem later.
Inthissystem,care must be takento properlyformulatethe speciesenthalpyof Ng and
N_. Specifically_
?

- (A-I)
(A-2)
where I_ fC_C_o u ./, = /. O,['X/O *
-I
E W - o° 3 2"_7 _.,_
For equilibriumconditions,these expressionsreduceto the properforms where
(A-3)
As mentioned above,effectivereactionrates have to be obtainedfor reactions(8)-
(10).While in principle,these couldbe extractedfrom the wori(of Park (IRef.13),the work
in IRef.iO) appears to containinformationbased upon more recentdata. Furthermore_it
appears to yieldexcitationrates more compatiblewith relaxationdata behindshock waves.
Consequently,a method has been developedand a computer program writtento determine
from the detaileddata of IRef.I0,effectiveforward rates for reactions(8)-(10).V_hile
complete detailsof the method and resultswillbe presentedlater_a preliminaryset of
resultsis presentedinFigure 10.
Also shown on Figure 10 isthe rateof Wilsonsuccessfullyused inIRef.3 inconjunction
with the firstorder LTR_ model. As can be seen the preliminaryrates for the new model
are faster for excitationfrom the ground state but are finitefor ionizationfrom the
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excitedstate to the continuum.Thus,they appear to have the righttrendand magnitude.
In addition,includedon the figureis the effectiveionizationrate from the ground state
directlyto the continuum. As previouslypostulated,thisrateis considerablyslower than
the excitationrate. Finally,the ground to excitedforward rate is about two orders of
magnitude slower thanthatwhich itisbelievedwould be obtainedfrom using the detailed
ratesin Ref.13.
Currently,variousmethods of curvefittingthese ratesand incorporatingthem intothe
radiationcoupled nonequilibriumVSL code are being investigated.Itis anticipatedthat
the resultsof these studieswillbe reportedinthe next progressreport.
Once the chemistrymodel involvingexcitedspecieshas been developed,the next step
is to determine the appropriateLTNE factorswhich should be utilizedin the radiative
analysiscode. Considerableprogresshas been made inobtainingthese factorsduringthis
period. However, sincethey are stillunder development and being "checKed",the results
which followshould be consideredpreliminary. The derivationof these factorswillbe
presented at a laterdate.
For continuum processes involvingabsorptionby an excitedstate,the absorption
coefficientfactoris
A dG_.
and the factoron the sourcefunctionis ..
Similarly,for continuumabsorptioninvolvinga "ground"state,the absorptionLTNE factor
is
d.. -e,,/kr.
,,hiN
and the correspondingsourcefunctionfactoris
,,, .,., ¢le :CI c'Cc
9

For lineprocesses involvingabsorptionintoan excitedstate,the presenttheoryyieldsan
absorptionLTNE factorof
z
whileforthiscase the sourcefunctionisunchanged. On the otherhand,ifthe lineprocess
involvesabsorptionintoone of the groundstates,the absorptionfactoris
fh¢
and the sourcefunctionalsohas,factor
It shouldbe noted thatifthe Ni speciesis in equilibriumwith N+ and e- and the num0er
densityof Ng isassumed to be thatof N,these expressionsreduceto those used with the
firstorder model.
tJhilethe effectsof usingthisnew chemistrymodel and improved LTNR. radiationmodel
willnot be known untilthey have been incorporatedinto the VSL code and extensively
tested and compared to previous results,some preliminarystudies of the effectof the
LTNE factorshave been conductedusing temperatures and species densitiespreviously
obtained. These resultsindicatethat the absorptionfactorsare often largerthan those
obtained with the firstorder model. Since the new model has a faster excitationrate
between ground and excited states and a finiterate between excited levels and the
continuum,itshouldlead to higherpopulationdensitiesin the excitedstates. Thus, the
preliminaryresultsappear to have the correcttrend. Consequently,itis quite possible
thatradiativeheat transfervaluesobtainedwith the new LTNE model may be higherthan
those previouslypredicted. However, since these preliminarystudiesdo not includethe
coupling effects on chemistry and flowfieldprofileswhich differentvalues of LTNE
factorswillinduce,estimatesof the magnitude of the change would be purelyspeculative
atthistime.
VI.PrecursorStudies
As noted in the lastprogress report,precursorphenomena leads to the appearance
ahead of the vehicle shock front of ionized species, free electrons, and therma]
nonequilibriumeach of which possiblymight have an affecton the subsequent post-shocK
nonequilibriumphenomen&. During this reportingperiod the effortto develop a good
engineeringmodel for precursor phenomena in nitrogen has continued and has led to
i0

changesin the absorptioncoefficient model,improvementsin the solution scheme,the
developmentof appropriateradiationview factors,andthe inclusionof electronthermal
nonequilibrium.
RadiationView Factors
In computing shock layer radiativephenomena, the usual approach in engineering
calculationsis to use the tangent slab approximation. Since the ratioof shock layer
thic_ess to vehicleradiusor diameterissmall,thisapproachisappropriate.However, in
the precursorregionahead of the shock front,importantphenomena occurat significant
distancesfrom the vehicle;and at those pointsthe radiatingshock layerabou_ the vehicle
onlycomprisesa smallportionof the sphericalfieldof view. In other words, as the point
of interestin the precursormoves away from the shock front,the shock and body do not
appear to be infiniteslabs;and the actualsolidangle over which the radiationshould be
spatiallyintegratedmust be properlycomp_ed.
By assuming that there is no emission in the precursor,it can be shown that the
approriateradiationexpressionfora pointinthe precursoris
(P-I)
where _ is one-halfof the angle subtended by the body as viewed from the pointin the
precursor. The complete derivationof thisexpression willbe given in detailat a later
date.
Itshouldbe noted thatgq. (P-i)isessentiallythe tangentslabexpressionexceptthat
each term has been modified or correctedby a view factordepending upon vehiclesize_
locationof the pointof interest,and frequency. The typicalmagnitude and variationof
these factorsas a functionof distanceinfrontof the shockisshown on Figures II and i2.
On thisfigure,the curve denoted "wallcorrection"refersto the view factoron the first
term of gq. (P-i) while that marked "shocklayer correction"is the factoron the second
term. Sinceitisanticipatedthatthe radiationfrom the shocklayer,ratherthan the "cool"
wall,dominates the precursorphenomena_ the presentengineeringprecursormodel utilizes
the shock layerview factoron allterms as an approximation,i.e.
!I.

, T5
(P-2)
where AFV is the view factorand _R_
tangentslab.
isthe totalradiativefluxat a pointassuming a
In the energy equation,the term involvingradiationappears as a divergenceof the flux
and is defined to accountfor the net absorption-emissionat a point. However, __imole
differentiationof Eq. (P-2)would yield
(P-3)
In thisexpression,the firstterm isthe change in the radiativefluxdue to absorptionor
emission,but the second term is the change due to geometry and shouldnot be includedin
the energy equation. If it were included,an essentiallytransparent radiationwould
appear to be absorbed due to the spatialvariationin the view factor.(Considerthe case
i
where _R_ isconstant.)
AbsorptionCoefficients
Duringthisreportingperiod,therehave onlybeen a few minor changes inthe precursor
absorption coefficientmodel. Originally,predissociationfrom both the ist and 2nd
positive bands of N2 was permitted since it was theoreticallypossible. However,
subsequent review of the literatureindicatesthat in the present temperature range of
interestin the precursorth_ predissociationis involvedin the the photodissociationof
nitrogen only from the _ state following absorption (photoexcitation)in the
Lyman-Birge HopfieldBand. Therefore,predissociationis no longerincludedthrough the
N2 istand 2nd positivebands.
The second changeisthatthe Vegard-Kaplanband isno longerincludedinthe radiative
calculationsbecause,first,there islittleevidencein the literatureof itsexistenceand,
second, numerical studies conducted as part of this research have shown that is has
negligibleffecton precursorphenomena.
Itis recognizedthat while these processesappear to be unimportant,they couldhave
been retained in the model for completeness. However, theirinclusiondoes require a
measureable amount of computer time in any given case; and thus, in the interest of
efficiency,they have been dropped.
Consequently,the followingradiativeprocessesare currentlyincludedinthe precursor
model:
12

Process Frequency Range(ev)
N Low Frequency Ionization h v > 0
N High Frequency Ionization h v > 10.8 ev
Free - Free h v > 0 ev
N2 lonization h v > 8.24 ev
N2+(I-) 2.23 < h v < 4.46 ev
N2(Birge-Hopfield> 6.5 < h v < 12.77 ev
N2(]+) .75 < h v < 4.5 ev
N2(2+) .75 < h v < 4.5 ev
N2 (LBH) h v > 4.77 ev
SolutionScheme
Originally,the solution scheme for the precursor region solved the governing
differentialequations assuming a constantspatialstep size. However, this approach in
many cases eitherfailedto providesufficientdetailin regionsof high gradientsor led to
excessive memory and CPU requirements. Consequently,the solutionscheme has been
modified to allow a variablestep size that is determined by changes in the flowfield
properties. Typically,the step size is limitedto a maximum value correspondingto a
maximum of 15% percent change in any flowfieldproperty; while the minimum value is
selectedto yieldat leasta 5% change. This approach significantlyreduces solutiontimes
whileplacinglargenumbers of pointsinregionsof highgradients.
ElectronThermal Nonequilibrium
The primary objectiveof the precursorresearch duringthisreportingperiodhas been
to develop and includein the nitrogenprecursormodel an appropriatemodel for electron
thermal nonequilibrium. Such a model is important because the precursor radiative
phenomena are stronglydeterminedby the electrontemperature.
V_hilein the shock layeritis frequentlypossibleto use a free electrontemperature
and assume thatdue to collisionalphenomena thatthe electronictemperatureisequivalent
to the electrontemperature,such an approach in the precursor is tenuous due to the
overall low density and low number of free electrons, l_]niletheoreticallya three
temperature model, T, Te, and Telec,could be conceptualized,the electron electronic
energyexchange expressionsare not wellknown or understood. Consequently,ithas been
decided to utilizein the precursor model, two temperatures, T and Te=Telec, and a
combined electron-electronicenergy equation.
In the development of a combined electron-electronicenergy equation,particularly
consideringthat the dominant processes in the precursorare radiative,the manner in
which each radiativeprocess affects electronenergy must be considered. Specifically,
free-free processes affect the free electrontranslationalenergy,while in bound-free
photoionizationthe energy involved is dividedbetween that requiredfor ionizationand
that associatedwith the translationalenergy of the createdelectron. Similarly,atomic
line phenomena only affects the electronicenergy, but the energy of molecular band
absorptionis distributedbetween electronic,vibrational,and rotationalenergy changes.
Finally,bound-free photodissociationabsorptioninvolvesthe energy of dissociationplus
the Kineticenergy of the created atoms. Obviously,the inclusionof the appropriate
13

portions of each of these processes in the electron-electronicenergy equation is
somewhat subtle.
Duringthisperiod,two approachesto the electronelectronicenergy equationhave been
investigated,and in both cases thermal conduction,electronvibrationalcoupling,and
diffusioneffectshave been neglected. The firstapproach is the "usual"technique of
combiningthe freeelectronand electronicenergyequations.By defininga new variableas
e_ / '7 (P-4)
the combined equationcan be writtenas
e_(e +
ab 4F
. .2 _r
(P-5)
where _L and Q_ representelasticand inelasticcollisionaleffectsand
- __,-" -_ p +Zw., _- _ _,l_,
._ z-,_'_)
# r 0 r _a.l_r '/o h 4
(_o,,_,.lin,u) I,,-2_
E,.i )_ ' T'>TA <P-5)
Here the lastterm in the firstequation accounts for the radiativeenergy that goes into
ionizationin photoionizationprocesses, while the second term in the last equation
accountsfor electronicenergy changes due to molecularband transitions.In principle,the
free-free, bound-free photoionization,and atomic line flux divergences could be
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individuallyobtainedfromthe radiationmodel,RADICAL.However,the last integral still
requiresthecomputationof totalradiativeflux.
The second approach is to directlyutilizethe totalradiativeflux computed by the
modifiedversion of RADICAL and eliminatefrom itthose portionswhich do not directly
affectelectronor electronicenergy. An appropriateenergyequation Ior thiscase can be
obtainedby multiplyingeachspeciescontinuityequationby the specieszero pointenergy,
suming over allspeciesand adding the resultingequationto the combined _ree electron
electronicequation.Then by defining,
o
p (P-6)
a combined electron-electronicenergy equationis L %
7._
ef. R w. ,
(P-7)
Noticethatthe lastfour terms essentiallycorrectthe divergenceof the radiativefluxfor
those radiativeportions which do not affect the electronor electronicenergy. By
properlyexamining each of the radiativefluxterms,Equation (P-?)can be rewritteninto
the form ,)11..._ (P) !_"<"1"_1_' c_"l':_)l'°1
._ TofAI
- 'jo , t7dr
Detailsof the derivationof these equationswillbe presentedina futurereport.
(P-8)
With respectto thiselectron-electronicenergy equationand model the followingpoints
shouldbe noted. First,the second approach decreasesthe number of requiredfrequency
integrationsand modificationsto RADICAL. Second,these equationsare alsoapplicableto
the shock layerifitisdesiredto includein the shocklayerthe effectsof photoprocesses
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onelectronelectronicenergy. Finally,it is believedthat the aboveequationandmodel,
whencombinedwith our modifiedversionof RADICAL, represents the most complete
electronelectronicenergyand precursormodel to date for a complicateddiatomicgas such
as nitrogen.
Test Case
In order _o develop+.heprecursormodel,ithas been decidedto use _s _ test condition
the shock layer at 12 km/sec for a 230 cm nose radiusbody at 80 Km altitudein nitrogen.
In the lastprogress report,resultswere presented which neglectedradiativecoolingin
the shod< layer,assumed localthermodynamic equilibriumin the shod(layer,and assumed
thermalequilibriuminthe precursor(i.e.Te = T). Duringthisreportingperiod,preliminary
resuhs have been obtainedfor thistest condition.However, these new resultsinclude
thermal nonequilibrium,radiativecooling,atomic line,atomic continuum,and molecular
radiationin the shod( layer. They also include localthermodynamic nonequilibrium
phenomena for the atomicradiativeprocessesin the shod(layer. In the precursor,these
results include radiationview factors,thermal nonequilibrium(Te not equal to T),
photodissociationand photoionizationchemistry,and continuum emission and absorption
processes. However, the precursorresultsdo not yet includelineeffectsor collisional
chemistry.
Initially,the populationsof excitedstates in the precursor were assumed to be
determined by a Boltzman distributionat the electrontemperature. While not strictly
correctat the low densitiesbeingconsidered,itwas believedthatsuch an approach would
be a reasonable approximation and not lead to any significanterrors_ particularly
consideringthe low electrontemperatures expected in the precursor zone. However,
examinationof the resultsindicatedthatthe electrontemperatureswere sufficientlyhigh
to lead to emission in the regionimmediatelyin front of the shock,with a subsequent
decreasein electrontemperature.
Consequently,a collisionlimitingcorrection(Ref.14)has been includedin the program
to more realisticallypredictthe populationsof the excitedstates of the molecules;and
some preliminaryresultsare shown on Figures 13 thru 18. Figure 13 shows the heavy
particletemperaturevariationin the precursorzone;and in contrastto the resultsshown
in the lastprogress reportassuming thermalequilibrium,the presentresultsindicatethat
heavy particletemperatureis essentiallyconstantin the precursorzone. This resultis
expectedand isinagreement with multi-temperaturecalculationsfor argon (Ref.!I).
LiKewise,the variationsinpressure and density,portrayedon Figures i4 and 15,also
are, for the test case, essentiallyconstant in the precursorregion. In this case, the
slightincrease in pressure ahead of the shock front is less than shown in the last
progress report because the previous results did not include cooling or local
thermodynamic nonequilibriumeffectsin the shod< layer. Thus, the previous precursor
results were for a case with a more stronglyemitting shock layer,which induced more
photoionizationand dissociation. In the present case, the inclusionof coolingand
radiativenonequilibriumeffects in the shock layer results significantlyreduces the
radiationto the precursorzone.
The variationof the electron-electronicenergy inthe precursoris shown on Figure i6.
As can be seen, as the flow approaches the shock front,itabsorbs radiationfrom the bow
shock layer;and the electron-electronicenergy increasesexponentially. Similarly,the
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speciesconcentrations,shownonFigure17,alsovaryexponentiallywilh dislancefrom the
shockfront. Nolicethatwhilelow,there is measurabledissociationat distancesgreater
than 150 shock layerthid_nesses,indicalingthaiphotodissocitionof N2 occursprimarilyin
the far precursor. In addition,there is significantionization,on the order of IE-04 and
primarilyN2+, in the nearprecursorimmedialelyinfrontof the shock wave. Although the
effectof these pre-shocK ions and electronson the post-shockflowfieldhas yet to be
determined,il should be noted that the present resultsare for a rele,tivelycool shock
layer(i0,000k9 and yet they indicatethatimmediatelybehindthe shock front,an electron
density on the order of 4Eli particles/c_£oiccm could be expected. Such a level might
affectboth chemic_l and radi._tivenonequilibriumphenomena in the ncnequilibriumzone
behindthe shockfront.
Finally,the electrontemperaturevariationinthe precursoris shown on figure 18. In
examining thisresult,itshouldbe remembered thai electrontemperature is a measure of
the average Kineticenergy associatedwith each electronat a given location.Thus, the
high temperature predictedfor the far precursorindicatesthat electronscreated via
photoionizalionfaraway from the vehiclewere createdby highenergyradialion.However,
as shown on Figure 19, the number of electronsin the far precursoris extremely small.
Then, as the flow approaches the vehiclethe electrontemperature slowly increasesto a
valueabove 4000 l{untilabout 50 shoc_thickness,where ilbeginsto decrease slightly.
Originally,it was suspected thai this electronlemperalure decrease was due to
emissionfrom the near precursorcreatedby the assumption thatthe electronicstates of
N2+ etc.were populatedaccordingto a Boltzmann distribution.This assumption predicls
higher populalions for the excited stales than can be realisticallymaintained by
collisionalexcilational the frees,ream densiliesand leads to ehanced emission. This
suppositionhas been partiallyverifiedby the introductionof the collisionlimitingmodel,
which predicteselectrontemperalures(shown on fig.18)near the shockfronlabout 500 I<
higher than those obtained without it. Interestingly,electrontemperature is the only
quantitymeasureablyaf{ecledby the introductionof the collisionlimilingmodel.
Currently,ilisbelievedthaithe electrontemperalure decreaseshown on Figure 18 is
due to the exponentialgrowth of the number of electronsin the near precursorregion
combined wilh the fact thai these electronsare crealed by photoionizationinvolving
radiationnear and slightlyabove the ionizalionthreshold. Consequently, the created
electronshave "low"Kinelicenergy compared to those formed in the far precursor;and the
average free electronKineticenergy or electrontemperalure decreases. However, when
atomiclineradiationisincludedinthe precursormodel,ilis anticipatedthat the electron
temperalurewillincreasesomewhal in the near precursordue to the absorplionof energy
inlothe electronbands. On the otherhand,the inclusionof collisionchemistryinthe near
precursorwould lead to some ionizationby electronimpact,which in turn would cause a
decrease in electrontemperalure. Thus, the present profilesmay be reasonablyrealislic
for a nitrogenfrees,ream. In any event_these resultsdo indicatethai enhanced electron
temperalureson the order of 4000 I{and measurable ionizationlevelsdue to N2+ do exist
inthe regionimmediatelyin fronlof the shock layer.
Future Plans
During the next reportingperiod itisplanned to obtainfurtherprecursorsolutions,
probablyfor the velocityrange of 12 to i6 km/sec and for altitudesof 70 to 80 _(m.Itis
anticipatedthai precursor phenomena will be significantlyincreased as allitudesare
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decreasedandvelocitiesare increased.Baseduponthese results,a series o_ parametric
studieswillbe conductedon the stagnationregionshock layer using the nonequilibrium
radiationcoupled multi-temperatureVSL code in order to determine the effectof these
precursors on the shock layer chemistry, flowfieldprofiles,and, in particular,the
radiative heat transfer to the body. In addition,since the p.esent precursor
electron-electronicenergy model has been formulated to include line radiation,
considerationwillbe given to includingatomiclinesand determiningtheireffecton the
preaJrsor.However, itisnot anticipatedthat collisionalchemistrywillbe includedin the
precursormodel duringthe next reportingperiod.
VII.Publications
V_hileno new publicationsassociatedwith the projectwere issuedduringthisreporting
period,AIAA Paper 89-1727,"The Effectof ElectronTemperature and ImpactIonizationon
HartianReturn AOTV Flowfields,"by L.A. Carlson and T. A. Gaily ,has been acceptedfor
publicationinthe Journalof Thermophysics and Heat Transfer. Itisanticipatedthatthis
articlewillappearduringthe latterpartof 1990.
In addition,an abstractof a proposed paper entitled"NonequilibriumChemical and
RadiationCoupling Phenomena in AOTV Rlowfields"has been submitted and accepted for
presentationat the 29thAerospace SciencesNeeting to be heldinReno, Nevada in January
1991. A copy of thisabstractis includedinthisreportas Appendix Ifor your information
and approval.
During the next reportingperiod,itis anticipatedthat one or more abstractswillbe
submitted for possible paper presentationsat the AIAA Fluid and Plasmadynamics and
Thermophyics Conferencesto be heldin June 1991 inHonolulu,Hawaii.
Tabl e
(U=
I -- Stagnation Point Radiative Heat Transfer for Test Case
12 km/sec, Altitude = 80 km, Nose Radius = 2.3 m)
Atomic Radiation and Atomic LTNE Corrections 0nly --
Atomic and Molecular Radiation
with Atomic LTNE Corrections 0nly
Atomic and Molecular Radiation with
Both Atomic and Molecular LTNE Corrections
14.0 watts/sq cm.
18.1 watts/sq cm.
16.5 watts/sq cm
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Table II -- Stagnation Point Radiative Heat Transfer for Test Ca_e III
U = 16 km/sec, Altitude = 80 km, Nose Radius = 2.3 m
Atomic Radiation and Atomic LTNE Corrections Only --
No Radiation Gasdynamic Coupling
Atomic and Molecular Radiation
with LTNE Corrections on Both
No Radiation Gasdynamic Coupling
331 watts/sq cm.
340 watts/sq cm.
Atomic and Molecular Radiation with
Both Atomic and Molecular LTNE Corrections -- 189 watts/sq cm
Radiation Gasdynamic Coupling Included
Table Ill-- Stagnation Point Radiative Heat Transfer for AFE CFD Point 2
U = 8.915 km/sec, Altitude = 77.9 Km, Nose Radius = 2.3 m
Atomic and Molecular Radiation
with Atomic LTNE Corrections Only
No Radiation Gasdynamic Coupling
Atomic and Molecular Radiation
with LTNE Corrections on Both
No Radiation Gasdynamic Coupling
Atomic and Molecular Radiation
with Atomic LTNE Corrections Only
Radiation Gasdynamic Coupling Included
Atomic and Molecular Radiation with
Both Atomic and Molecular LTNE Corrections
Radiation Gasdynamic Coupling Included
-- 7.0 watts/sq cm.
-- 1.7 watts/sq cm.
-- 5.7 watts/sq cm.
-- 1.7 watts/sq cm
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Table IV -- Stagnation Point Radiative Heat Transfer for AFECFDPoint 4
(U = 9.326 km/sec, Altitude = 75.15 km, Nose Radius = 2.3 m)
Atomic and Molecular Radiation
with Atomic LTNECorrections Only
No Radietion GasdynamicCoupling
Atomic and Molecular Radiation
with LTNECorrections on Both
No Radiation GasdynamicCoupling
_iornic and Molecuiar Radiation
with Atomic LTNECorrections Only
Radiation GasdynamicCoupling Included
Atomic and Molecular Radiation with
Both Atomic and Molecular LTNECorrections
Radiation GasdynamicCoupling Included
-- 8.8 watts/sq cm.
-- 3.2 watts/sq cm.
-- 7.5 watts/sq cm.
-- 3.2 watts/sq cm
Table V -- Collisional Reaction Rate System
Number Reaction
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9. N/_ _-_- _-
I0. N_ -I-¢- _-"
2Nfm
/_// f 6-
(m-- Nt _ N_')
2O

VIII.TechnicalMonitor
The NASA technicalmonitorfor thisgrant is Lin C. Harlung, Aerothermodynamics
Branch,Space Systems Division,NASA LangleyResearch Center,Hampton, Virginia.
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NONEQUILIBRIUM CHEMICAL AND RADIATION COUPLING
PHENOMENA IN AOTV FLOWFIELDS
AN EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Leland A. Carlson* and Thomas A. Gaily**
Texas A&M University
College Station, Texas
SUMMARY
In order to investigate radiative and chemical nonequilibrium effects, flowfield solu-
tions for a wide range of AOTV flight conditions have been obtained. These solutions
have been calculated using a viscous shock layer method which includes the effects of
chemical and radiative nonequilibrium, thermal nonequilibrium, viscosity, heat conduc-
tion, diffusion, and radiative-gasdynamic coupling. The effects on radiative heat transfer
and flowtleld properties due to radiative coupling and local thermodynamic nonequilibrium
effects are shown and discussed. The variation of radiative heating rates with velocity and
altitude axe also presented for the different coupling and radiative nonequillbrium models
investigated.
INTRODUCTION
In the future, various space programs will be conducted which will require the efficient
return of large payloads to low earth orbit from missions to the moon or to planets like
Mars. To accomplish this task, the return vehicles will utilize aerocapture techniques
that will involve reentry and deceleration at high altitudes; and in order to design these
vehicles, a thorough understanding of the physical phenomena will be required. Because of
the high altitudes associated with aerocapture, the vehicle flowfields will be dominated by
chemical, thermal, and radiative nonequilibrium phenomena. Thus, the primary purpose
of the present study is to develop an engineering flowfield model suitable for high altitude
AOTV flowfields having extensive chemical, thermal, and radiative nonequilibrium and to
use this model to investigate the magnitude, extent and coupling between these phenomena.
* Professor, Aerospace Engineering Dept.
** NASA Graduate Research Fellow, Aerospace Engineering Dept.

METHODS
The flowfield model used in this investigation is a viscous shock layer analysis which
includes the effects of chemical nonequilibrium, multi-temperature nonequilibrium (elec-
tron and heavy particle), viscosity, heat conduction, diffusion, and radiative-gasdynamic
coupling. The basic code is the same as used for the previous _tudy presented in Ref.
(1), but a number of additions and modifications have been made since the earher study.
First, the VSL code has been coupled with the raAiation analysis routines of the NASA
Langley program, RADICAL 2, which is described below. Second, the chemical reacticn
rate input data has been changed to allow the use of a single reaction rate, kf or kb, and
the equilibrium constant, Keq, rather than using both the forward and backward rates.
This modification was deemed necessary since the ratio of the experimentally determined
rates kf and k b often deviates significantly from the theoretical Keq. With this modifica-
tion the species concentrations in the near equilibrium regions of the flowfield are now in
agreement with the results predicted from strictly equilibrium analysis. Third, the effects
of multi-temperatures on the shock jump conditions and thermodynamic state variables
have been improved from those at the time of Ref. (1).
As mentioned, the radiation analysis package from the program RADICAL has been
coupled to the viscous shock layer flowfield, giving the ability to calculate flowfield solu-
tions with the effects of radiative cooling present. The radiation analysis in RADICAL is
a detailed method which includes atomic continuum radiation, molecular band radiation,
and atomic line radiation for the standard CHON (carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen) gas
system. The original method uses the species number densities and assumes a Boltzmann
state distribution to calculate the excited state number densities for each species, and,
from this data, the individual radiative absorption coefficients. Using the theory of excited
state depletion under noneqnilibrium conditions presented in Ref. (3) and Ref. (4), the
present radiation analysis uses atomic local thermodynamic nonequilibrium (LTNE) radi-
ation correction factors which account for state population deviations from that predicted
by a Boltzmann distribution. A similar set of molecular corrections factors can be deduced
from this theory, but the authors question the validity of applying the theory to molecular
vibrational states, and an alternate method of determining molecular state populations in
under development (see EXPECTED RESULTS).
More details of the flow-fleld and radiative methods will be presented in the final paper,
including equations, relevant figures, and tables.

TYPICAL RESULTS
In this section results obtained using the nonequilibrium coupled radiation viscous
shock layer model are presented. At this stage, these results aze being primarily used to
gain insight into the phenomena affecting the flowfield chemistry and radiation. In all
cases, results are for the stagnation line, utilize fifty-one points between the shock and
the wall. and the freestream is N 2. The nonequilibrium chemistry model is the Case II
Nitrogen Reaction System presented in Ref. 1, with the reverse rates being obtained via
the equilibrium constants. In addition, the wall has been assumed to be a noncatalytic
black bod_ at 1650 deg K. This latter assumution has been used for convenience even
though it is recognized that for many of the cases of interest that the heat transfer load
will be more than adequate to induce ablation and to raise the wal! temperature to values
several thousand degrees higher.
AFE CFDPoint 2
This condition corresponds to what is often referred to as the "max Q" computational
point for one of the initial AFE trajectories at which the freestream velocity is 8.915
km/sec, freestream pressure is 15.715 dyne/cm 2 and temperature is 197.101 K. For this
case, the nose radius has been assumed to be 2.3 meters, and both atoms and molecules
have been included in the radiation calculations. Heating results are presented in Table I
and the stagnation temperature and composition profiles are shown as Figure 1.
As can be seen, the results include electron thermal nonequilibrium but they assume
vibrational equilibrium. Since for the AFE vibrational nonequilibrium effects will be sig-
nlficant and may affect the chemistry and the radiation, it is planned to include in the
near future a vibrational nonequilibrium model in the nonequilibrium radiating VSL code.
However, the present results assume TVN2 : T.
As shown on Figure 1, the electron temperature rapidly rises behind the shock front
and equilibrates with the heavy particle temperature. However, as evidenced by the con-
tinual decrease in temperature and the variations in composition across the shock layer,
the stagnation flow for this case is always in chemical nonequilibrium. Also, the wall ther-
mal layer comprises approximately twenty percent of the 10.8 cm thick shock layer. It
should be noted that the electron temperature and composition results shown on Figure 1
are very similar to unpublished results previously obtained for this case using the inviscid
AFETE code (Ref. 5) and an earlier version of the VSL code (Ref. 1).
As would be expected for this case, the radiation coupling effects for this case are
very small and cannot be detected on plots comparing uncoupled and coupled solutions.
However, as shown on Table I, there is a small amount of cooling, which can be observed

by comparing corresponding cases such as uncoupled corrected with coupled corrected etc.
Also, as mentioned above, the radiative heating results for this case include molecules
without any LTNE factors; and thus they should be conservative with respect to the
radiative heating estimates, which range from 4.76 to 7.21 watts/cm 2. Note that the
usage of the atomic LTNE corrections factors only reduces the radiative heating about 0.7
watts/era 2, indicating that most of the radiation is probably molecular.
Since results have been obtained for this case previously using different versions of
the method, the sensitivity of the results to various factors can be observed. For example,
with the original VSL code, forward and reverse rate reaction chemistry, and the eight step
radiation model used in Ref. (1), the non-radiation coupled results were with no LTNE
corrections 29.7 watts/era 2 and 22.4 watts/era 2 with atomic LTNE corrections o_y. For
these cases the electron temperature profile in the nonequilibrium zone was slightly higher
than those shown on Figure 1 due to the influence of different reaction rates. On the
other hand, after shock jump and enthalpy changes involving electron temperature were
incorporated but before the forward and reverse rates were replaced with the forward
rate and an equilibrium constant, the results for columns (3) and (4) of Table I were,
using RADICAL, 15.9 and 12.6 watts/era 2 respectively. Thus, radiative beating results
are sensitive to small details in the methods, the radiation model, and in particular to
the chemistry and electron temperature. It should be noted that the change from forward
and reverse rates to only a forward rate and a computed equilibrium constant significantly
changed the equilibrium temperature and composition.
Since the results shown on Figure 1 and Table 1 for this case are in better agreement
with the detailed inviscid results obtained using AFETE than previous VSL values and
since they have been obtained using better models, they are probably reasonable estimates.
However, the effects of vibrational nonequilibrium and chemical nonequilibrium on molec-
ular radiation have yet to be included. Nevertheless, since the latter effects should most
likely reduce raAiative heating, the presents estimates may be conservative.
AFE CFD Point 4
It is believed that this condition corresponds to a "max Q" computational point for an
AFE trajectory associated with a heavier vehicle at which the freestream velocity is 9.326
kin/see, freestream pressure is 26.4 dyne/era 2 and temperature is 200 K. For this case,
the nose radius has also been assumed to be 2.3 meters, and both atoms and molecules
have been included in the radiation calculations. Heating results are presented in Table
I and the stagnation temperature and composition profiles are shown Figure 2, for which
the shock layer thickness is 10.5 cm.

As can be seen, these results are very similar to those for the CFD Point 2 case, and
the remarks concerning that case apply equally well here. In general, the predicted heating
rates, which do not include molecular nonequilibrium radiation factors, are higher than
those for CFD Two.
U -- 14.5 kin/see, Altitude = 65 km
in a recent paper (Ref. 6) results have been presented for the stagnation line of a
one meter nose radius body at a trajectory point possibly representative of an earth entry
return from Mars. These results include chemical nonequilibrium, thermal nonequilibrium
assuming that vibrational, electronic, and electron nonequilibrium can be represented by a
single temperature, and uncoupled nonequilibrium radiation computed by a detailed model
that includes the molecular continuum and atomic lines.
Using this model, the investigators obtained for this trajectory point an uncoupled
radiative heating rate of 1700 watts/era 2, a shock standoff distance of 5.7 cm, and a
post-shock chemical nonequilibrium zone 1.1 cm thick. In this nonequilibrium zone, the
electron-vibrational temperature never significantly exceed the equilibrium temperature.
They also stated that most of the radiative heating was from the ultra-violet below 2000
A, that it originated from the nonequilibrium region behind the shock wave, and that very
little was absorbed in the wall thermal layer. The latter is different from previous beliefs by
some researchers (Ref. 7), but it is in agreement with the approximate studies of Carlson
(Ref. 3).
In addition, in Ref. 6 comparisons were made with results obtained using the RASLE
code (ReL 8), which is an equilibrium viscous shock layer code using a radiation model also
based upon RADICAL. Using the RASLE code, Ref. 6 obtained for the same case a shock
standoff distance of 3.5 cm and a radiative heating rate of 970 watts/era 2. The authors
attributed the differences to nonequilibrium chemistry effects and the RASLE radiation
model, asserting that the latter smeared atomic lines and therefore obtained incorrect
results.
Considering these discrepancies, it is believed that it would be valuable to apply the
present model to this trajectory point; and temperature and composition profile results
for the case including radiative cooling are presented in Figure 3. For this case, the shock
standoff distance is 3.4 cm; and, as can be seen, most of the shock layer is in chemical
equilibrium.
The difference in shock standoff distance between the present results and those of Ref.
6 is believed to be primarily due to the electron temperature profile and its subsequent
effect on chemistry. In Ref. 6, Te is low in the region behind the shock front, possibly due

to combining electron-electronic with vibrational phenomena. However, as shown in the
composition profiles, diatomic species are insignificant over most of the shock layer and
ionization dominates the chemistry. Thus, in the present case, an electron temperature
model which is strongly influenced by collisional and ionization phenomena is used. Figure
3 shows that the result of using such an approach is an electron temperature which in the
nonequilibrium zone behind the shock front significantly exceeds the shock layer equilib-
rium temperature. Since the dominant ionization mechanism behind the shock front is
electron-atom collisions (Ref. 1) that are governed by the free electron temperature, this
enhancement of Te accelerates ionization, shortens the chemical nonequilibrium zone to
about 0.4 cm, and decreases the over'all shock layer thickness. It should be noted that
this result shows the strong sensitivity of the overall solution to the electron temperature
model at such trajectory points.
Radiative heating results obtained with the present model are shown on Table I. Since
at these conditions the radiative transfer should be dominated by atomic processes and
since for the predicted shock layer temperatures nitrogen should be a reasonable model
for air (Ref. 9), these results, which have been obtained utilizing only atomic processes
corrected for LTNE effects, should be appropriate. As can be seen, the predicted stagnation
point radiative heat transfer for the case without any radiation gasdynamic coupling is 1691
watts/era 2, which is in remarkable agreement with the corresponding prediction of Ref. 6.
It should be noted, however, that the present results indicate that most of the radiation
originates from the high temperature equilibrium portion of the shock zone and not from
the nonequilibrium part as postulated in Ref. 6. In the post-shock region, chemical
nonequilibrium induces local thermodynamic nonequilibrium and depopulates the excited
states rapidly via ionization, with the result that very little radiation originates in the
nonequilibrium region.
Moreover, the radiation coupled results for this case indicate significant radiation
cooling is present. This cooling is evidenced not only by the decrease in radiative heating
to 1039 watts/cm 2 but also by the temperature and ionization profiles on Figure 4. These
figures compare the uncoupled and coupled results; and as shown by the steady decrease
in temperature and in particular ionization throughout the equilibrium zone, radiation
cooling for this case is significant and needs to be included in an analysis model.
As mentioned, the RASLE prediction for this case was 970 watts/era 2. However, it is
probable that the difference between this value and the present prediction is primarily due
to the influence of reaction chemistry and the amount of absorption in the wall thermal
layer. Since RASLE assumes equilibrium chemistry, it should predict more molecules in
the wall layer and hence more absorption. This possibility is borne out by the fact that the

RASLE results (ReL 6) indicate that the wall thermal layer absorbs about 32% of the wall
directed radiation while the present model indicates only about 15_ is absorbed. Thus, it
appears, that while most of the shock layer is in chemical equilibrium for this case, that
chemical nonequllibrium effects may still be important and affect the radiative heating.
In addition, it should be noted that the equilibrium chemistry formulation (i.e. forward
and reverse rates or forward rate combined with equilibrium constant) strongly affects the
heating results for this case. The results shown all used the forward rate combined with
an equilibrium coefficient formulation.
It is mentioned above that Ref. 6 indirectly criticizes the RADICAL model, stating
that it improperly ]'.andles line radiation by smearing the lines and that as a result it should
give incorrect answers. Unfortunately, this assertion may be the result of a misinterpreta-
tion of the RADICAL radiation model and output. For convenience, RADICAL groups the
radiative transfer into various wavelength regions and gives appropriate average values for
these regions; and it is these values which are frequently plotted to show the variation of
say wall radiative heating with wavelcngth or electron volts. An example of such a plot for
tl _e present case is shown on Figure 5, and at first glance it would appear that RADICAL
does indeed smear lines to a significant extent. However, in the actual computation of
the radiative transfer, RADICAL actually does for most line groups perform a line by line
integration; and the final result is actually the consequence of such a detailed calculation.
When the results of the detailed RADICAL computation are plotted for the radiative
flux to the stagnation point for this case, they appear as shown on Figure 6. Here a semi-log
abscissa has been used in order to more vividly display the underlying continuum radiation
as well as the lines. As can be seen, there are strong lines in the infrared region below 4
ev and in the ultra-violet between 7 and 11 ev. However, in the vacuum ultra-violet above
11 ev many of the lines are actually absorbing part of the continuum flux as evidenced by
the plots dropping below the continuum level. This absorption is also evident on Figure 7
where the stagnation heating is plotted versus wavelength. Here the line absorption of the
continuum radiation is very evident around 0.1 microns as is the underlying continuum.
In general, the results shown on Figures 5-7 are very similar to Figures 3 and 4 in Ref.
6. However, careful comparison indicates that the present results have significant radiation
above 11 ev primarily due to free-bound continuum processes, while those of Ref. 6 have
little or no flux in this region. In Ref. 6 this difference is attributed to the usage of the
smeared band line model in RADICAL; but, as shown on Figures 6 and 7, RADICAL does
include the lines in detail in this region, and most of the radiation above 11 ev is due to the
continuum, not the highly absorbing lines. This fact, combined with the absence of any
significant radiation between 4 and 6 ev (.2 to .3 microns) in the results presented in Ref.

6,indicates that possibly ReL 6 treated atomic continuum radiation differently.Thus, the
seemingly good agreement between the methods may actually be serendipity and require
further study.
Radiation Model Comparisons
Considering the possible sensitivityof various flowficldcases of interestto the radia-
tive heating, it has been decided to compare several available radiation models and. if
possible, evaluate the accuracy of RADICAL. For these comparisons, the following models
have been used - (1) RADICAL, (2) NEQAIR (Ref. 10), (3) and a modified 8-step band
model based upon Ref. 11. Unfortunately, complete spectral comparisons have not been
possible since NEQAIR does not automatically include absorption effects while RADICAL
and the 8-Step model do. Thus, it has been decided to exclude the highly absorbing ultra-
violet region and to limit the comparisons to the, by comparison, transparent visible and
infrared region above 2000 A. In addition, since LTNE factors are still under development,
the comparison cases have assumed a constant temperature and pressure slab with the
composition determined by the equilibrium calculation in RADICAL. For RADICAL and
NEQAiR the gas has been considered to be air, while for the 8-Step model it has been
considered equilibrium nitrogen at the same temperature and pressure. The results of the
calculations are presented in Table II
As can be seen, the results of all three models are in very good agreement with the total
variation in each case only being about 10 percent. This agreement is not really surprising
since previous studies (Ref. 3-4) have shown that most models agree well in the visible
and infrared. Thus, such comparisons and similar comparisons with experimental data in
the visible and infrared arc probably not very definitive. Nevertheless, considering that
RADICAL agrees with other models and considering that it has been extensively compared
to experimental data over a wide range of conditions (Ref. 2 and 12), it is believed that
RADICAL is an excellent and adequate radiation model for the present research. In other
words, the problems with predicting AOTV flowfields are not associated with the primary
radiation model. Instead the difficulties are a result of the sensitivity to chemistry, electron
temperature modeling, LTNE factors, etc
Velocity Effects at 80 km
Results have also been obtained for three different velocities, 12, 14, and 16 kin/see,
at an altitude of 80 kin. These velocities are, depending upon the trajectory chosen, within
the possible range of entry velocities associated with a Martian return vehicle. In all cases,
the results are for the stagnation line of a 2.3 meter nose radius vehicle, the freestream is
nitrogen, and only atomic radiation is considered.

The temperature and composition profiles for the 12 kin/see case are shown on Figure
8, and the radiative heating rates are listed in Table I. As can be seen on the figure by the
continually decreasing temperature and the variation in the N + concentration, the entire
shock layer at this flight condition is in chemical nonequillbrium. Immediately behind
the shock front, which for the coupled case including LTNE factors is 10.7 cm from the
wall, the e!ectron temperature rises to a value several thousand degrees Kelvin above the
expected equilibrium temperature and then gradually equilibrates with the heavy particle
temperature. In the wall thermal layer, which comprises about 20% of the shock layer,
deionization and recombination processes are important.
By comparing the uncoupled uncorrected radiative heating for this case with the
uncorrected coupled result, it is apparent that for the uncorrected radiatively coupled
situation, which assumes that electronic states are populated according to a Boltzmann
distribution, that there is significant radiation cooling. While not shown, comparison of
uncorrected and corrected profiles indicates that this cooling occurs in the outer portion of
the shock layer where the electron temperature is high. On the other hand, the corrected
results, which include LTNE factors, shows only slight radiation coupling or cooling.
Results were also obtained earlier using a version of the code which utilized both for-
ward and reverse rates instead of a forward rate and an equilibrium expression. In those
cases, the level of ionization was about 50% higher and the temperature profiles, particu-
larly in the region near the shock front were different in that the electron temperature was
higher. As a consequence, the radiative heating rates comparable to those in Table I were
a factor of two to three higher. This difference was primarily due to the higher electron
temperature, and again demonstrates the sensitivity of radiative heating to composition
and electron temperature.
Interestingly, the raAiative heating value of 9.44 watts/cm 2 predicted for the situation
including radiation coupling and LTNE effects is remarkably close to the 10.5 watts/cm 2
previously predicted for this case (llef. 1). The latter was obtained using an earlier version
of the model before the shock jump and chemistry improvements were incorporated. In
addition, it used the 8-Step radiation model instead of RADICAL. However, the old shock
jump conditions yielded a lower heavy particle temperature behind the shock front, which
when combined with the older chemistry model predicted a very similar electron temper-
ature profile. As a consequence, the heating rates were similar. Again, the sensitivity of
radiative heating to electron temperature is evident.
The temperature and composition profiles for the 14 km/sec case are shown on Figure
9, and the radiative heating rates are also listed in Table I. Since the freestrearn velocity
is higher, the nonequilibrium zone behind the shock front is shorter than at 12 km/sec,

occupying only the outer 50% of the 8.7 cm thick shock layer. Nevertheless, the flow is
dominated by a nonequilibrium chemistry zone, composed primarily of N, N + , and e-, and
the wall thermal layer. While N2+ peaks behind the shock front, it is very small over most
of the shock layer. In addition, as can be seen in Table I, there is in the uncorrected case
extensive radiative cooling. As shown on Fig. 9a, the profiles for various cases indicates
that for the uncorrected case that the cooling occurs primarily in the nonequilibrium region
behind the shock front where the electron temperature is highest.
However, for the corrected cases the inclusion of LTNE nonequihbrium effects signifi-
cantly decreases the radiation from the nonequilibrium portion of the shock layer since in
those cases ionization processes deplete rapidly the excited atomic electronic states. As a
result, while there is radiative cooling, what there is occurs occurs in the equilibrium por-
tion of the shock layer between Y/Yshock of 0.2 and 0.6. In addition, the present results
indicate that LTNE phenomena reduce the radiative heating by about 80% for this flight
condition.
Finally, with respect the 14 km/sec case, it should be noted that the same trend exists
as in the 12 km/sec case with respect to the sensitivity to the old and new reaction rate
treatments. As before, the electron temperature is higher in the noneqnilibrium zone with
the old formulation; and the radiative heating is approximately a factor of two higher.
The temperature and composition profiles for the 16 km/sec case are shown on Figure
10, and the radiative heating rates are again listed in Table I. Here, the electron tempera-
ture immediately behind the shock front is very high, having a peak value in the corrected
coupled case of sightly over 20,000 K, as is the amount of ionization, which is about 60%.
Likewise, due to the increase in velocity, the nonequilibrium zone is somewhat shorter. In
this case it is about 30-40% of the 7.32 cm shock layer.
As would be expected, the radiative heat transfer results have the same trend as those
for 14 km/sec. The uncorrected cases exhibit significant radiation coupling and cooling,
with almost all of the cooling occurring from the nonequilibrium portion of the shock layer
through the shock front due to the very high electron temperature in that zone. This
type of behavior is consistent with that shown in Ref. 3 in that reference's study of the
sensitivity of the flowfield to radiation parameters. On the other hand, when LTNE effects
are included (corrected results), the radiative cooling is significantly less. As before, it
occurs primarily in the equilibrium portion of the shock zone.
A graphical summary of the 80 km radiative heating results is presented as Figure 10a.
From this figure it is easy to see the tremendous effects the inclusion of LTNE corrections
has on the total heat transfer for all three flight velocities. Also evident is the much lower
amount of radiative coupling present in the LTNE corrected flows as compared to the

uncorrected flows.
Finally, for all three flight velocities, the predicted radiative heating is significant
compared to the convective heating; and, in the 16 km/sec case, the radiative heating
exceeds the convective prediction by 70%. While the latter is only approximate in that
only 51 points have been used in these calculations and that the wall has been assumed
fully noncatalytic, it is probably reasonably accurate. Also, since it is anticipated that
advanced heat shield materials can withstand only up to 70 watts/cm 2 without ablating,
these results indicate that at 80 km ablative heat shields would be required on 2.3 meter
nose radius vehicles at velocities of 14 km/sec and above.
U = 16 km/sec Altitude = 75 km and 72 km
In order to investigate altitude effects and to determine the difficulty of using the
model under a situation on a "large" vehicle where much of the shock layer is in equilibrium,
results have been obtained for the 2.3 meter radius body at 16 km/sec at 75 and 72 kin.
The composition and thermal profiles for 75 km are displayed on Figure 11, and in this
case it can be seen that due to the lower altitude the chemical nonequilibrium zone is
shorter occupying only about 15-20% of the shock layer. Likewise the entire shock layer is
as a result of the higher pressure and density thinner than at 80 kin, having a thickness of
6.8 cm in the coupled corrected case.
Further, as shown on Table I, even in the corrected case including LTNE effects there is
significant radiative cooling. While difficult to detect on Figure 11, this cooling does affect
the composition and temperature profiles in that the temperature is steadily decreasing in
the "equilibrium" zone between 20 and 80%. Also, the degree of ionization actually peaks
at Y/Yshock of 0.85 and then due to cooling decreases by 50 percent before the effects of
the wall thermal layer are encountered around Y/Yshock = 0.2. Finally, it should be noted
that for this case, the radiative heating dominates the problem and exceeds the convective
rate by a factor of almost five.
The stagnation profiles at 72 km are shown on Figure 12; and at this altitude the
predicted shock layer thickness is 6.6 cm, only slightly smaller than the value at 75 km.
However, due to the increased pressure, the post-shock nonequilibrium chemical relaxation
zone is considerably shorter at about 0.75 cm.; and the radiative heat transfer is approx-
imately a factor of two larger at 758 watts/cm 2. Further, the temperature profile in the
equilibrium zone is steadily decreasing; and the ionization level peaks at the end of the
chemical relaxation zone and then decreases due to radiative cooling throughout the rest
of the shock layer. This radiative coupling effect can be observed in the concentration
profiles by noting the steady decrease in [N +] and increase in IN] from the end of the

nonequilibrium chemistry region at Y/Yshock 0.9 to the beginning of the wall thermal
layer around 0.15. Thus, for this case radiation coupling effects are important and do
affect the temperature and composition of the shock layer.
The trends in radiative heating with altitude for the above 72 km and 75 km cases
along with the previous 80kin case at a freestream velocity of 16 kin/see are shown in
Figure 12a. Again, the importance of including the effects of coupled radiative cooling in
the calculation of radiative heat transfer for this high speed case is evident.
Comparison with Inviscid Equilibrium Results
Even though a significant portion of any AOTV earth entry will be at altitudes where
viscous and chemical nonequilibrium effects should be important, it is believed that it
would be instructive to compare results obtained with the present model with inviscid
equilibrium results. Such comparisons should indicate the validity of the present model
and the limitations of equilibrium inviscid analysis predictions. As a result a limited
number of cases have been computed in order to compare with the inviscid equilibrium
tabular results of Sutton. The latter were obtained using a radiatively coupled solution of
the inviscid flow equations at the stagnation point of a hemisphere and used RADICAL as
the radiation model. This method has been compared extensively to ground test and flight
measurements as described in Ref. 12. In comparing the Sutton values with the present
results, it should be recognized that in addition to the inviscid-viscous and equilibrium-
noneqnilibrium differences, the Sutton results were obtained for air while the present values
assumed a freestream of nitrogen and only include atomic radiation at this point.
In this comparison effort, four cases have arbitrarily been selected; and these are
listed on Table III along with the inviscid equilibrium results. The corresponding viscous
nonequiLibrium heat transfer results are given in Table I, and the shock layer profiles are
presented in Figures 12 - 15.
In general, the heating predictions from the two methods are of the same order of
magnitude; and the shock standoff distances are similar. However, there are interesting
differences. First, the shock standoff distances from the VSL nonequiLibrium solutions
are usually less than those obtained in the inviscid equilibrium cases. In the viscous
nonequiLibrium situation, the nonequilibrium zone behind the shock front has a lower than
equilibrium density, which would tend to cause the shock layer to be thicker than in the
equilibrium case. On the other hand, the wall thermal layer has a very high density due to
the assumed cool wall temperature, which would case the shock layer to be thinner. Ap-
parently for the cases considered, the effects are counterbalancing with the result that the
viscous nonequilibrium shock layer thickness is slightly less than the inviscid equilibrium

result.
The second interesting point is that in all cases the nonequilibrium viscous radiative
heat transfer is less than the corresponding equilibrium inviscid value. In the nonequilib-
rium case, LTNE phenomena significantly reduces the radiation originating in the chemical
nonequilibrium region behind the shock front and the cool temperatures in the wall ther-
mal layer reduce radiation from that zone. Since the shock layer thicknesses are similar,
these effects reduce the radiation heat transfer prediction to values below the equilibrium
results.
In spite of the differences between the viscous nonequilibrium and inviscid predictions,
it appears that the present results are reasonable and demonstrate the importance of
including viscous, and chemical and radiative nonequilibrium effects in the AOTV flight
regime.
EXPECTED RESULTS
In addition to the above results, the fo_iowing additions and/or modifications to the
flowfleld code and radiation code currently being considered and are expected to be in-
cluded in the final paper. Firsts the present approximation for the electron temperature
will be replaced by a complete electron-electronic energy equation fully consistent with the
approximations inherent to the VSL method. Since the added terms will be of lower order
magnitude than the current terms being included, the current solution scheme will not be
modified, but the new terms will be added explicitly as corrections or perturbations to the
approximate method. The authors feel that the quasi-equilibrium equation currently being
used is an accurate approximation and do not expect the new results to differ significantly
from the current results.
In addition to the existing atomic LTNE correction factors currently used in the radi-
ation calculations, the authors plan to have a similar set of molecular radiation correction
factors incorporated. Past research into molecular radiation has included such factors
which were calculated in a manner directly analogous to the atomic correction factors.
The authors now question the accuracy of corrections factors calculated in such a manner
given the relatively even spacing of the electronic energy levels in such molecules as bT2,
the current belief of many researcher in a strong coupling between free electrons and vibra-
tional energy_ and the effectiveness of pre-dissociation and reverse pre-dissociation in the
depopulation and population of the excited electronic states, respectively, as compared to
collisional dissociation. As an alternative to the previously used method, the authors _tre
presently including a quasi-steady state model into the radiation calculations to calculate
the actual individual electronic excited state populations.

Another on going effort is being made to include a vibrational energy model, Tvi b, into
the VSL itowfield code. At the higher flight velocities associated with lunar and martian
returns the inclusion of a separate vibrational equation has not been deemed necessary
due to the fast dissociation of the diatomic species near the shock front. For the lower
speeds associated with some orbital transfer operations and the AFE flight experiment,
a separate vibration equation will allow more accurate prediction of the nonequilibrium,
relaxation phenomena behind the shock.
Also planned for inclusion in the final paper are cases for an air freestremm gas mixture
rather than just nitrogen, solutions at various FIRE 2 trajectory points, comparisons to
the FIRE flight data, and at least one full face solutions for a AFE type configuration.
CONCLUSIONS
While the present viscous nonequihbrium model still needs development and improve-
ment in many areas, it, even in its present form, offers several advantages over other existing
techniques. First, it includes viscous and chemical nonequillbrium effects. Second, it is
reasonably computationally efficient with respect to both time and resource requirements.
Third, it utilizes a detailed radiation model, RADICAL, which accounts for the molecular
continuum, atomic lines, and atomic continuum phenomena. Fourth, this model has been
modified so that the effects of local thermodynamic nonequilibrium on the radiative trans-
fer are included in the computation of the atomic radiation phenomena. Finally, fifth, the
model includes multi-temperature effects in both the nonequilibrium chemistry and radi-
ation models by computing via a free electron equation model an electron temperature.
It is believed that this approach to the computation of radiation and chemistry effects is
applicable for those AOTV entries for which diatomic species are insignificant over most
of the shock layer.
FlowaCield solutions obtained with this model show a number of important dependancies
upon the approximations and formulations. The current use in this model of a single
reaction rate and the theoretical equilibrium constant to describe each chemical reaction
was chosen to insure the proper species concentrations at equilibrium, but had a secondary
effect on the magnitude of radiation due to a significant change in electron densities from
the earlier kf-k b model. The inclusion of an electron-electronic energy equation shows
the presence of an electron temperature overshoot in the nonequilibrium region near the
shock. This overshoot will inturn result in a large pulse of radiant energy from that region
unless the effects of nonequilibrium thermodynamics are included, in which case the bulk
of the radiation is emmitted in the near equilibrium regions of the flow profiles and the
total radiative heat transfer to the wall is much less.

Consequently, the present study demonstrates that the prediction of high altitude
aeroc_pture vehicle flowiields is strongly dependent upon the details of nonequilibrium
chemistry, nonequllibrium radiation, and electron temperature profiles. In addition, the
present results indicate that these phenomena are in many cases highly coupled and inter-
dependent. Finally, the present results show that for many cases of interest in aerocapture
that radiative gasdynamic coupling is significant and that this coupling is strongly in-
fluenced by radiative and chemical nonequilibrium. The final paper will delineate these
regions and the extent of coupling in more detail.
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Uoo Altitude Rnose
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B.915 77.9 2.3
9.326 75.15 2.3
14.5 65 1.0
TABLE ] -- HeatTransferResultsfor Test Cases
RadiativeHeat Transfer
Uncoupled
(watts/sqm)
Abnic
No Yes
7.21 6.05
9,52 7.12
169]
]2 80 2.3 388 10,9
14 80 2.3 1636 67.3
16 80 2.3 4060 173
16 75 2.3
16 72 2.3
16 72 ].0
14 66 l.O
]4 66 2.3
Coupled Coments
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LThlECorrections
No _es
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94.1 9.44 Atmic Rad, Only
279 49.7 Attic Rad. Only
548 124 Atmic Rad. Only
10.1
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70.0
(watts/sq on)
669 921 430 Atmic Rad. Only 89.9
]384 758 Atmic Rad. Only 103
738 51B Atmic Rad. Only
I004 657 ArcticRad, Only
]815 97] Attic Rad. Only
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f7,2
T e
(K)
1299]
10844
Table ]] -_all RadiativeFlux Above 2000Angstrces
Thickness Press.ure Radical Neqair
,.'crn) ,:arm) (watts/ sq crn
3.6 .3268 470 433
12 .0264 18 17
8-Step
in all cases)
490
19
Case
Uoo
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Table III -- Inviscid Equilibrium Results from Sutton
RadiativeHeatTransfer Standoff
Altitude Hose Radiu_ (wattsdsqcn) Distance
(k_) (_) Adiabatic Coupled (c_)
72 2.3 2668 ]066 7.75
72 ],0 ]570 045 3.6
66 2.3 3208 ]323 8.65
66 1.0 2054 1065 3.92
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APPENDIX II
DERIVATION OF TEE SPECIES CONSEEVATION EQUATIONS FOR
MOMENTUM AND ENERGY
In Chapter II the general equation of change was
presented as
(Z-l)
However the summation terms can be expressed in vector
notation as
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However since the pressure tensor is
EJrp, -=_7
and
Equation (1-6) can be written
j =, exj D-_r a_"
,,,...I .,.I
Likewise since vi,. t, and r are independent variables
%.Elm,._,.)_ 0
j=, $ xj.
By expressing F as Xi/m i the last term becomes
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Thus the species momentum equation can be written
+D.[_.j,,',._.7+_. [p,._<;.7- N,-x, (I-13)
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The various dyadics in this equation can be rewritten using
the relationship that
(I-14)
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Hence, Equation (I-13) becomes
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Now in general, assuming that the elastic collisions
are binary in nature, the volumetric rate of change in
average value of some property _i can be expressed as
_: ___ - N;._ _j _,.
J
(i-16)
where N i Aj 7i represents the change due to encounters
between uarticles of type i ar_ particles of type J.
According to Chapman and Cowling 34 the individual terms
of Equation (I-16) can be expressed for elastic collisions
as
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where prime denotes the quantity after collision. -n_ne
parameters b and _ describe the geometry of the encounter,
while g is the magnitude of the relative velocity between
the two particles. The respective velocity distribution
functions are indicated by fi and fj. For the momentum
equation the elastic portion of the collision term is
determined from Equation (I-17) using _ i = miVi and
_li = mini . The resulting expression will be designated
as Pi J"
Collisions involving charged particles, however, are
characterized by small deflections and involve many
particles at once. Thus, for electrons and ions the
Eoltzmann binary collision idea of Equation (I-17) is not
strictly applicable. If, on the other hand. this fact is
ignored and Equation (I-17) evaluated using an appropri-
ate __ cross section, the result is the same as
_hat obtained by using a more exact treatment such as the
Fokker-Planck equation. 35 The reason is that the impor-
zant deflections are small, simultaneous, and random and
can be treated as if they were two-body sequential colli-
sions. While this approach does encounter difficulties
for like-particle interactions such as electron
mul
n,/
..J
self-equilibration, it should be adeauate for the present
analysis, which considers relaxation between species but
assumes self-equilibration to be instantaneous. Now if
the species continuity eauatlon is multiplied by u
i
at
(I-18)
!
_m| then Eauation (I-15) becomes
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where the collision term has been represented by two
parts -- one part representing effects due to elastic
collisions and one part for inelastic collisions.
By defining
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The second term is
(z-25)
By using the relationships
_ _ _)
-( ) (o. ._ =d , A_ (I-26)
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this term becomes
(/,,._<.(0,.;_.))+_, ("p,._;)
(z-28)
As in the case of the species momentum equation the third
and fourth terms are zero because vl, r, and t are inde-
pendent variables. The last term on the left-hand side of
Equation (I-l) becomes
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In this manner the species energy equation becomes
-_8-_'_('Tf, _'4.) - N, x,.._- -d,.x,-._
(I-30)
where Ei is used to represent the change in energy due to
collisions. Now by using the fact that
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and using the specie momentum equation to eliminate NiX i "_,
the energy equation becomes (_I_ _ _a_ __T_
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For the energy equation, Equation (1-17) yields for elastic
collisions
(I-33)
This equation can be divided into two terms as follows
(1-3_.)
where the first term reoresents the rate of energy gain by
soecies i due to elastic encounters between species i and J
because of thermal motion of the particles. The second
part represents the rate at which work is done on species i
due to elastic interactions between species i and J because
of directed motion of the particles. In this work the
first term will be denoted as _ iJ and the second as
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where the last term represents energy change due to elastic
collisions.
i_nen breaking up the pressure tensor as
[P,._= f,. E.z2_[ _,# (I-36)
and expressing internal energy is terms of enthalpy
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Equation (I-32) becomes
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